IMAGINE when there were no smartphones, MP3 players,
games consoles, or televisions how did people fill their leisure time?
When portable recorded music
needed a wind-up gramophone,
the size of a sofa cushion and
weighing the same as a
supermarket bag of potatoes - it
used a steel needle to ‘read’ a
black ‘plastic’ 30cm disk and
played the sound through a metal trumpet.

IMAGINE when most streetlights and house lights burned
coal gas. When most gentlemen publicly smoked 10-20
cigarettes a day; although gentile ladies smoked they did not
do so in public. It all smelled a bit like a newly tarred road.

IMAGINE when most roads were cart tracks, their gravel and
dirt surfaces potholed and often flooded. When horsedrawn carts were all that was usually seen on the roads.

IMAGINE the smell, and in summer the flies, due literally to
the movements of thousands of horses travelling over town
and country roads. When bicycles were a novelty; singlespeed and built with steel tubing, they were almost twice as
heavy as today’s aluminium leisure bicycles. Very rarely a
‘phutt-phutting’ motor car slowly made its way from one big
house or another or a town.

IMAGINE taking up to two hours to get by steam-train from
Bedford to London. When train carriages often had no
heating and dim lighting; their sprung bench seats were hard
and usually stuffed with horsehair.

IMAGINE when taking a picture meant loading a cardboard
box-camera with film, then
pressing a real button and winding
onto the next picture. After just
eight pictures you opened the
camera, removed the spool of
paper-backed film and took it to
the chemist to be processed in
smelly chemicals in the dark; next
day you collected your eight (6 x 8
cms) black-and-white photos and
pasted them into an album.

Imagine when collecting butterflies, flowers, or rocks and
fossils were really big hobbies.
When lots of people joined natural history societies and
went on field trips to look at geology and wildlife.

Welcome to Edwardian Bedfordshire of the 1900s!!!
[copyright (2017; rev 2020) T.A. Hose & Rockhounds Welcome! ]

6. Flitton Quarry (TL 063 358)

WELCOME to the 1905 Geologists’ Association
geology excursion to Flitwick
and Silsoe. Originally, some cycled,
others walked, (as far as Silsoe),
the route on 15th April. Our
Edwardian cycling route guide is
John Hopkinson (1844-1919).
Although 60 at the time, he was an
energetic man, of medium height,
with a pleasant smile. John was a
knowledgeable local botanist and
natural historian with an interest in
geology; he’d joined the Geologists’
Association in 1868. The route he took them on from Flitwick
Railway Station, off the 3.34 p.m. Bedford train, is mostly the
one (slightly altered due to old closed and new dangerous
roads) you can follow on the map (see overleaf).
1. Flitwick Railway Station cutting (TL 032 352)
Behind the station, on the now Tesco side of the railway, there
used to be cutting; in 1905 it was the first place John Hopkinson
showed them and it then had “A good section of the Woburn Sand, with
its variously-coloured beds, from white to red ...” It was all bulldozed
away when the new car-park was created in the 1990s.

2. The Villa sand pit, Flitwick (TL 033 353)
John then pointed out that “On the opposite side of the line, north of the
station, the ground is a little higher, and the highest part is capped by a bed
of gravel and sand (now being removed for road metal and garden paths) ...”
The pit is today worked out and covered by a 1990s’ housing
estate and clinic, all built within a slight hollow.

3. High Street, Flitwick
Passing the High Street (Can you recognise, in the old postcard (see
overleaf), any of the buildings?), John took them along Station Road
to look for some gravel pits – all gone, except for a road name.

4. Gravel Pit Road, Flitwick (TL 039 347)
The 1680s’ timber-framed
cottage, on the corner with
Station Road, is one of
Flitwick’s oldest buildings. It
was next to a gravel pit that the
cyclists would have seen on
their way to Flitwick Moor. At
least two other gravel pits are
now under the school and
housing estate off Maulden
Road. Look at the 1890s map:->

5. Flitwick Moor
The cyclists rode on past the Moor, but “The walking party visited the
source of the Flitwick mineral springs. Most of the members tasted the water
...” Look for the information panel, on the Moor’s western edge that
describes and illustrates ‘Flitwick Water’; this was bottled near Folly
Farm and sold from the 1860s until 1938.

John and the cyclists then rode to look at a quarry where
“’Carstone’ of the Lower Greensand is exposed . . . it, shows currentbedding . . .” It is now preserved in the back gardens of several
private houses, built mainly in the 2000s. These are private houses,
so PLEASE DON’T bother the residents.

7. Wardhedges Quarry, now ‘The Maples’ (TL 078 357)
Originally John cycled past this on his way to Cainhoe Quarry;
then, after tea at the ‘George Inn’ in Silsoe, he came back to
admire and show “. . . an extensive excavation in the carstone, showing
well the doggers of harder rock . . . and also fine examples of crossbedding.” The street name-board (overleaf) ignores the road’s
geological interest, but there is a clue behind it - the dressed
‘carstone’ wall. The owners of several of the houses have
conserved the quarry faces by incorporating them into their
gardens - in other, less sensitive, developments, they would have
been concreted over! These are private houses, so PLEASE DON’T
bother the residents. Cycling, past Wrest Park and onto Upper
Gravenhurst, you can either go on towards, and return from, Cainhoe
Quarry, or take the shorter route to Lower Gravenhurst.

8. Cainhoe Quarry (TL 102 375) & Castle Hill Pit (TL 099 373)
These sites were visited by John and the cyclists. Both are now
potentially dangerous & closed to the public. Today’s A507 makes
cycling to them dangerous. The Cainhoe Quarry entrance, off the
A507, has some large ‘carstone’ blocks outside. In the Cainhoe
Quarry John pointed out a black clay “... in three distinct beds of about
equal thickness with thin layers of sand between them, dark-red carstone
being above the clay, and light-coloured sand beneath it... face of the quarry
in which the layers of clay are seen, looks towards Castle Hill…” Landfill
and large-scale aggregate-recycling operations have obliterated
much of this interest. At Castle Hill Pit, John pointed out the “...
sand and carstone apparently without the clay, and very much cross-bedded.
In it, capping the Greensand, there is a thin bed of chalky boulder clay ...”
Today, it’s hidden by dense woodland that grew up after it was
abandoned 50 years ago. John had intended to visit the Lower
Gravenhurst brickworks, but ran out of time! His last stop was at
Pulloxhill, before they cycled to Flitwick Station.

9. St. Mary’s church, Lower Gravenhurst (TL 065 343)
This redundant church dates from the late 1350s, although the
tower was built in 1400, and has been virtually unchanged for 600
years. Can you guess from where its stone probably came?

10. Lower Gravenhurst brickworks (TL 111 349)
All that remains of this site, worked from 1864-1920s, is a large
flooded pit behind a small wood, on private land with no public
access, behind and between these cottages and ‘The Kilns’ house,
together with the name on the 1:25,000 OS map.

11. Pulloxhill gold mine (TL 065 343)
A flooded pit, south of the footpath off the Flitton Road, is all that
remains of the 1680s site – claimed by Charles II. The 1820s map
(overleaf) shows the mine marked in a way that pleased John. Of
course, NO gold was ever found here!

12. Flitwick old sand pits (TL 042 350)
Not much is left of the several pits seen by the cyclists; they were
covered, in the late-2000s, by a housing estate. See, if you have any
time left, what, if anything, you can find of the pits.

